4th IBSA Futsal World Championships
Buenos Aires
24th November - 1st December 2006

Results and final standings

Final standings

World Champions: Argentina
Runners-up: Brazil
Third: Paraguay
Fourth: Spain
Fifth: France
Sixth: England
Seventh: Japan
Eighth: South Korea

Results

Friday 24th November

Group A

Brazil 4 (Joao Da Silva 4)
France 1 (Baron)

Japan 0
Paraguay 3 (Villamayor, Pereira [2])
Group B

Argentina 1 (Rodríguez)
Spain 1 (Rosado)

South Korea 0
England 0

Saturday 25th November

Brazil 7 (Da Silva [4], Alves [2], Silva)
Japan 0

Paraguay 6 (López [2], Villamayor [2], Pereira, Pavón)
France 1 (Baron)

Group B

Argentina 5 (Velo [2], Rodríguez, Maidana, Figueroa)
South Korea 0

Spain 0
England 0

Sunday 26th November

Brazil 2 (Da Silva, Silva)
Paraguay 0

Japan 1 (Tamura)
France 1 (Villeroux)

Group B

Argentina 2 (Rodríguez, Moreno)
England 0

Spain 6 (López [2], Cuadrado [2], De los Santos, Rosado)
South Korea 0

Tuesday 28th November

5th-8th place play-offs

France 1 (Baron)
South Korea 0
Japan 0
England 1 (Ahmed)

Semi-finals

Brazil 3 (Alves[3])
Spain 0

Paraguay 1 (Pereira)
Argentina 3 (Velo [2], Rodriguez)

**Wednesday 29th November**

5th/6th place play-off

England 0
France 2 (Bouchaib, Baron)

7th/8th place play-off

South Korea 2 (Ho[2])
Japan 2 (Yamaguchi, Ocuai)

**Results Thursday 30th November**

3rd-4th place play-off

Paraguay 2 (Villamayor [2])
Spain 1 (López)

Final

Brazil 0
Argentina 1 (Velo)